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Welcome to the August 2014 Newsletter, we are deep into wedding season and many of you will be busy dealing with the joys of
summer weddings.

Here at MDJN we have had a very busy month, planning and working with big industry names to organise
future shows and open nights.  We are planning 3 more shows this year, hopefully one near you, so keep an
eye on the newsletters for full details

Meanwhile we are all well into Wedding and summer party season now, which would normally mean our
facebook group gets a little quiet, however we have recently added new members and have a staggering
7000 DJs chatting there about everything DJ related, the diversity of members makes for very robust debate
at times and it is quite certain you will not agree with everyones views but we get many  private messages

thanking us for help and advice.

There’s probably no better place to get the latest DJ news, buy & sell equipment, get help and advice on how to take your show to
the next level, and of course share your experience, stories and pictures with your colleagues. For those who appreciate the benefits
of networking with colleagues, this is also an ideal place to get started!

If you’re not already a member, join up and take advantage of it –

 

 

Social networking has made a big change in the way Mobile DJs network and communicate with  not
only each other but clients too, this is why MDJN also has a google community and a twitter account

for you to follow and an offical facebook page !

On to the newsletter then, we have some great articles, features and bargains again for you this month with thanks to our industry
partners, hope you enjoy it, and don’t forget that if you prefer to read the newsletter online, you just need to click the link at the top
left of this email 

Have a busy one!

Pete Williams

 

MDJN Out & About

 
 Electromarket are having a Summer Open day
 
Sunday 17th August 10am-5pm 
They will be sounding off with a full range of professional speakers, for all you MDJN fans of big boys toys! They will also have:

A large outdoor stage area

Competitions!

Food and refreshments available

Product demos and training

Live YAMAHA showcase

RED HOT discounts on selected products

 U a

https://mobiledjnetwork.co.uk/


PLUS Amazing Prizes for MDJN members who attend the Electromarket Open day on the 17th of August 2014 At Electromarket Unit
C7, J31 Park Motherwell Way West Thurrock Essex RM20 3XD

 Prizes include

 

1st Prize a pair of Beamz IntiScan300 LED Gobo Scanner Lights worth £319.99!

 

2nd Prize Beamz 4-Some DMX Moonflower Effect Lighting Rail System worth over £140!

 

3rd Prize Beamz Multipoint Red and Green Firefly Effect Laser Worth £39.99

That is a prize pool of over £490!
 
Following on from regional shows earlier this year, we have plans to be perhaps nearer to you soon, so put these dates in your diary and
we’ll be giving you more details here and on the facebook group as they are confirmed:
 

• Bristol – Wednesday 24th September with Oasis Sound & Light
and FBT confirmed so far
• Belfast – Tuesday 14th October with Eclipse belfast and FBT
confirmed so far
• Rochford Essex – Thursday 6th November open night at Terralec
There are always great ‘on the night’ deals, chances to get your hands on the latest kit to try out and networking with local
colleagues

 

Mobile DJ Network Guest Mixes

http://youtu.be/dRKLEyRL2g8


Mark Grainger
  By Mark Grainger

This month’s mix is UK Garage, all done from vinyl, mostly vocal tracks with a couple of dubs.

UK Garage was a scene I was proud to be a part of, and it is where I cut my teeth as far as DJing in public goes. I went from doing
local parties to bars and nightclubs home and abroad (Ayia Napa). Mainly based in London, although it did have some mainstream
chart success, it was a scene where you could expect to see lots of colourful designer clothes, champagne, dancing and lots of ladies!

Mix features tracks from Mis-Teeq, Kele Le Roc, B-15 Project, Artful Dodger and Todd Edwards. Enjoy!

Click here to listen to Mark Grainger’s UK Garage Mix 

 

Jon Whaite

 
 Jon Whaite of Cheshire Wedding DJs has put together this awesome mix of tracks for your listening pleasure..

If you like your funk & soul from a bit further back in time, you can’t go wrong with this mix – a tribute to what was Manchester’s
premier Northern Soul, Motown, Funk & Disco night out “Northern Funk”. Not to be taken too seriously, this weekly Friday night had
floors rocking to all things funky from the 60’s & 70’s. In keeping with the feel of the night I produced a mix that portrays the varied
grooves that one would encounter at “Northern Funk”. From standard Northern classics, through a stunning blend of soul & funk
soundtrack cuts from blaxploitation classics to then recent tracks from Oceans 11 & 12. Another hot Northern Rascal mix from 10
years ago (complete with vinyl pops & crackles).

LOVE IS THE MESSAGE MIX Part 1 (Northern Floorfillers) Parliament “Intro” / Four Tops “Same old song” / Fontella Bass “Rescue me” /
Junior Walker “Roadrunner” / Robert Knight “Love on a mountain top” / Frank Wilson “Do i love you” / Edwin Starr “Sending out an
SOS” / Dobie Gray “Out on the floor” / Judy Street “What” / Al Wilson “The snake” / Gloria Jones “Tainted love” / Just Brothers “Sliced
tomatoes”

PART TWO (Funky Soundtracks) Deodato “Also Sprach Zarathustra” / Isaac Hayes “Walk on by” / Rhythm Heritage “Theme from
Starsky & Hutch” / Rose Royce “Daddy rich” / Marvin Gaye “T plays it cool” / Willie Hutch “Brothers gonna work it out” / David Holmes
“7/29/04 The day of” / Lyn Collins “Mama Feelgood” / Dennis Coffey “Theme from Black Belt Jones” / Four Tops “Are you man enough”
/ Lalo Schifrin “Theme from Bullit” / Curtis Mayfield “Pusherman” / Roy Budd “Theme from Get Carter” / Henry Mancini “Theme from
The Streets of San Francisco” / Roy Budd “Car chase from Fear Is The Key” / Dimitri from Paris “The trailer” / David Holmes “Rodney
yates”

Click	here	to	listen	to			Jon	Whaite	Mix

 

Featured Member of the Month – James Ross
(if you would like to be featured, drop us an email)

http://www.mixcloud.com/basedjuk/uk-garage-mix-by-dj-mark-g-basedjcouk/
http://www.mixcrate.com/northernrascal/presents-northern-funk-a-quinn-martin-production-7621947


 

The member of the month is new admin on the Facebook group James Ross

1. What is your real name and your DJ show name and what made you choose that dj/show name?

I trade under my real name – James Ross. I believe in the personal touch and part of that is for past, present and future clients and
guests to recognise myself as an individual and the personal service that I give.

2. How long have you been a DJ?

Six years ago helping a friend who owns a local Ceroc franchise. Ceroc  has partner dance classes and social dancing for adults
across the UK and beyond. I got involved helping with the music for some of the classes and workshops and this led into our
weekend “freestyles” and national dance weekenders.  I started taking bookings for private events a year ago and this is now my full-
time profession.

3. What inspired you to become a DJ?
 Initially it was just helping a friend but I love music and I am fairly savvy with technology so it grew from there.

4. Are you a Full/Part Time DJ entertainer? If you are part time what else do you do?
I have been full-time now for a year. Most events are at the weekend with long hours so the weekdays allow time to relax and focus
on planning and preparation for future events.

5. What is your favourite type of event or function now? E.g. wedding, 18th Birthday party, etc?

Weddings are my favourite as there are many opportunities to get involved with planning, event management and entertainment
from the beginning of the day through to the end. This is something I am now focussing on so that I can call myself a true wedding
specialist.

6. What’s the worst or most embarrassing thing you’ve done in front of an audience? 

It might be luck or skill but so far nothing bad has happen!

7. If you could go back to the beginning of your DJ career and do it all again, is there anything that you would do differently?
(e.g.: The gear that you bought, the way you promoted/advertised yourself?)

My first private booking was a wedding  one year ago. They had booked me almost a year before that after meeting at a Ceroc
venue. I wasn’t rushing with establishing myself and only bought my own equipment shortly before I needed it for them. I wish I had
been quicker with that and got involved much earlier.

8. What do you feel is your unique selling point the thing or things that you offer the public that convinces them to book
you rather than “the next man /woman “?

Genuinely caring about their occasion and wanting the best for them. I suggest listening and reading what other DJs have to offer
and go with the person they feel most comfortable with.

9. Have you ever bought something no matter how big or small for your show that you wish you hadn’t, and why?

My first lighting fixtures were from a UK based supplier. It was metal and produced a simple but nice LED effect. It didn’t take long
though before part of the internal mechanism came loose. Upon opening them it was obvious that the units were neither double
insulated (class 2) or earthed (class 1). Dodgy and I wished I had spent a bit more on something else.

10. If you could get someone to invent a new piece of disco equipment just for you, what would it be and why?

I love the ‘American DJ WiFLY Bar QA5’ with removable battery, wireless DMX and IEC/DMX in and out.  Advanced features would be
RGBWA+UV, stronger battery life, hot-swappable battery and wireless DMX that works universally with other units. Of course we
want all of this for under £100 a unit!

11. What has been the worst equipment failure suffered during a gig?



One of my speakers stopped working during  a birthday party. Fortunately it didn’t seem noticeable to guests and I was able to direct
the remaining speaker at a good angle. A good reminder of the need to carry backups!

12. What do you think is the best thing about being a DJ?

Entertaining people and giving them a great time!

13. What do you think is the worst thing about being a DJ?

Dismantling equipment and packing the car at 2am and then driving an hour to get home after a long but rewarding day.

14. What would make you stop DJing (if anything)?

If it was causing harm to my health. This is why I take the need for hearing protection seriously with appropriate sound levels,
periods of exposure and wearing ear plugs as appropriate.

15. How do you think DJing (and DJ VDJ and all related) will change in the next few years?

We’re getting there but we will be better at bonding together as a professional industry. Helping and supporting each other and
being open to the idea of continuous professional training from our peers. Even if they are of an international flavour as we share
more in common than several of us dare admit! This will give us a better voice as a stakeholder when e.g. legislation is being
changed.

16. What is the strangest, silliest or gobsmacking thing anyone’s ever said to you at a gig?

The most gobsmacking thing came from the mother of an 18 year old who was having a party in the back room of a pub. Rather
than a DJ they had elected to just use the pub’s background speakers. I had been booked for a 30th in the front area. Later in the
evening with mutual permission my client allowed the two parties to merge together. I had been paid until midnight but was willing
to continue onwards as I was enjoying myself. Final song at 1am (and limit of the premises licence) and the mother who hadn’t paid
anything got very verbally abusive because I wouldn’t continue!

17. What is the best advice you were ever given by a fellow DJ and what is the worst?

The best advice is the same as what I would tell someone just starting out (see Q19). The worst advice is when a DJ claims that YOU
can’t charge a certain amount. All they mean is that THEY can’t command it.

18. Name three songs that 90% of the time will fill the dance floor for you!

Jive Bunny – Swing The Mood

Blues Brothers – Everybody Needs Somebody To Love

The Contours – Do You Love Me

Generally people recognise these and the swing feel makes them move their hips!

19. What one piece of advice would you give to someone who is just starting out?

Ignore anyone that says you can’t charge above a certain amount. There are many clients out there and plenty who are willing to pay
a decent rate for someone they have confidence in. It comes down to what image and message you choose to portray.

20. Have you embraced or adapted any ideas that you have read about on Mobile DJ Network – If so what?

I have been inspired by other people’s setups. I want a look that is simple but elegant. The focus is on the party and not the DJ. We
often joke about cable management but it’s easy to choose a safe and tidy approach. These subliminal details in our presentation
can either consciously and/or subconsciously influence the impression that we make.

21. What is your best gig ever and what was your worst?

The best is always my most recent wedding as I’m always finding little tweaks that I can make. The worst would have been one
booked by a pub landlord. It went ok but I didn’t even know the wedding couple’s names until the guests arrived! They had a great
party but it could have been even better.

22. Apart from ‘Word of Mouth’ what is your main and more importantly most successful form of advertising your disco
services?

I am getting on well with Need a Disco who attract a lot of potential clients. I choose who I contact and make offers to. From that
most of my bookings are currently around £400 with everything in place to double that for bookings from next year.

23. How far do you travel from your base to perform as a DJ?

I’m based in Wolverhampton and will typically drive around an hour for most bookings. I target an approximate two hour radius but
have no problem considering going further if asked.

24. What is the largest audience you’ve performed in front of and what is the smallest?



At Ceroc dance weekender there can easily be 600+ in the mainroom. The smallest would have been around 20 people.

25. What other services do you provide (if any) on top of being a DJ (e.g. Photography, chair covers service, Dance floors, up
lighting MC, etc?)

Most	of	my	bookings	are	weddings	providing	all	day	services	as	a	Master	of	Ceremonies	with	music	during	the	day	and	evening,	playing
background	music.	I	provide	upligh=ng	and	ac=vely	get	involved	planning	the	=meline	so	that	it’s	logical,	smooth	and	loved	by	the	client

 

(if you would like to be featured, drop us an email – admin@mobiledjnetwork.co.uk)

Member Review

 By Rafael da Silva

 Budget & Quality Speakers

 We often see fellow DJs asking on the facebook group, what are the best budget speakers for a DJ Starting out? Or for advice on
upgrading their current system.

I have decided to do a short review of the systems I currently own which are:

Alto TS115A & FBT J12A

I am no audio expert, so if you want to talk jargon you are probably better off giving tech guru Daniel Jones a shout.

What I want to talk about is my personal experience with the systems; I will not be comparing the two as it would not be a fair
comparison as they are both completely different systems with a different price bracket.

This review will hopefully be of help to someone just starting out looking for some budget speakers or someone looking to upgrade
from budget speakers to something of higher sound quality.

I have owned the Alto TS115A for just under a year and I bought mine from CPC for around £540 a pair.

The Altos have served me really well for the past year and although I hear mixed reviews from fellow DJs, for that price I think they
are very good starter speakers. I don’t think there are any active speakers in that price bracket which are as good as the Altos.

I don’t do a lot of big gigs so they have coped ok, but every so often I had to turn them up quite a lot. Last Christmas I did a party
with about 300 people and that was when I started thinking about upgrading to something better as I had to really push them that
night.

There is nothing special for me to rave about other than the fact that if you haven’t got a lot of money to spend and you don’t want
to buy used speakers the Altos are a good alternative.

I do have to say though that one of the tops blew a few weeks ago but as they were still under warranty it was repaired free of
charge. This was what prompted me to look at the FBT system having heard them at the MDJN Meet & Potato Pie this year.

mailto:admin@mobiledjnetwork.co.uk?subject=Member%20of%20the%20Month


I have recently bought a pair of FBT J12A and I got them from DJs Only in Blackburn. Allan kindly opened his shop specifically for me
to come and take another listen after blowing my Altos on a Saturday night and having another wedding booked for the Monday.
(Great guy and top customer service).

The FBT J12A cost me around £819 for a pair and they are a massive upgrade on the Altos and I cannot recommend them enough,
the sound quality is really clear and I have now heard things in songs I didn’t use to hear before.

 

The J12A is not the top of their range speaker and FBT offers a wide range of bigger systems if you fancy spending a little more or
you do bigger events, however for what I need and the types of gigs I do the J12s are perfect.

They have 4 different settings on the back which you can change and these are:

Original Floor

Vocal Boost

Lounge

Club DJ

These are a nice feature as you can change them to adapt to the room you are working in and suit the type of sound you want from
your speakers.

Another thing I like about the J12s is the fact that I hardly have to turn them up, I haven’t tested them in a big room yet but so far I
get great quality sound and I hardly have to turn them up to cope with a full room.

I listened to the J12a side by side with the Vertus and although some people might disagree with me, unless you are going for the
look factor the J12s are the better option and a lot cheaper.

If you want a more detailed explanation on the spec of either of these speakers I would suggest you pop in to your local dealer and
have a chat with them, this is more about my personal experience rather than a technical review.

So the conclusion to my review is, if you want some cheap speakers as you are on a tight budget the Alto TS115A are a good
contender, but if you want a quality speaker and haven’t got thousands to spend the FBT J12A are definitely the ones to go for.

Website Tips
By Rob Fisher

 Google – the importance of Webmaster Tools and Analytics

Although a lot of focus is placed on ensuring your website is fully optimised to Google standards, it can be the case where the
important fundamentals are overlooked, such as Google Webmaster Tools and Google Analytics.



In this month’s newsletter, I am going to give you a brief overview of both tools, and why they are so important to the success of a
website and its visibility online.

Google Webmaster Tools

Google Webmaster Tools is an incredible tool for running health checks, monitoring your site’s progress or uncovering the source of
a problem. It’s also an essential SEO tool.

To start, you will need to log into Google Webmaster Tools: https://www.google.com/webmasters/.

Once logged in, you can add the sites that you want to monitor, by clicking the ‘Add Site’ button.

In order to add a site to your account (in addition to the URL of the site that you want to monitor), you will need to prove that you
are the webmaster for the site. Google verifies this via one of the following methods:

HTML file upload: Google Webmaster Tools provides a file name and you have to create a blank file with this name and add it to the
root of the site

HTML tag: Google Webmaster Tools provides a meta tag for you to add to the home page of the site

Domain name provider: Google Webmaster Tools provides a specific TXT DNS entry to add to the site’s DNS

Google Analytics: Google Webmaster Tools will use your Google Analytics account

Google Tag Manager: Google Webmaster Tools will use your access to Google Tag Manager

Having chosen a method (and done any necessary changes to the site or DNS), you can ‘verify’ the site by clicking the ‘Verify’ button.
Once verified, you will have access to some really useful information for SEO and development of the site.

Assessing what is available

Below is an overview of the main areas that are available within Google’s Webmaster Tools and briefly how they can be useful.

Search Appearance

This section helps you to understand what your site will look like within the search results, providing information on areas like
problems with your site’s meta descriptions and title tags, etc. This can be very handy when reviewing your site’s SEO performance
and planning marketing campaigns, etc.

Search Traffic

This section helps you to understand how your site is found in Google, offering you information on the most searched queries, the
top clicked through pages on your site and what other sites link to your site, etc.

This can be useful to know when looking at the marketing of your site, as the most clicked through page may not be the page that
you thought it would be. You can also target the most searched for keywords as well to help bring people to your site.

Google Index

This section provides details on how well your site has been indexed and also provides a way of telling Google to remove certain
URLs from its index.

Crawl

This section provides details of what on the site has been crawled, with information on site errors, blocked URLs and your site’s
sitemap (if you have provided one).

Other Resources

This section provides useful tools for analysing your site, which can be useful depending upon the content of your site.

One really useful tool within here is the ‘PageSpeed Insights’. This analyses the speed of your site and gives you a score, whilst also
suggesting how it can be improved.

Google Analytics

Just like Webmaster tools, Google Analytics is also a free service that enables you to gain useful information about the visitors to
your website or blog. See the most popular content, whether they use PCs or tablets, how long they stay and much more. Here’s
how to use Analytics.

If you have a website or blog, it’s vital that you know how many visitors you have, which pages they like best, whether they stop and
browse or move on to another site, whether they are Apple Mac or Windows PC users, if they use a tablet or smartphone, and so on.

This information will influence the next web page or blog post you put on the site. You can analyse the web server logs, but fiddling
around in the admin section of your website control panel is not easy, and you couldn’t give access to someone else.



Google Analytics makes it easy to analyse visitors and you can add extra user accounts with limited access so others can see the
data too. Analytics can show lots of useful data about visitors and here we show how to get started with the new Universal Analytics.

Before you start, you’ll need a Google account. If you don’t have one, you’ll have to create one.

Step 1

Head to www.google.com/analytics and click on Access Google Analytics at the top right. Sign in (or create an account) and click
Admin at the top. Add a new account by clicking the Account button and selecting Create a new account. Choose the Website option
and fill in the boxes for the name, URL, site category and so on. Universal analytics is the default.

Step 2

The account is created and the Universal Analytics tracking code is displayed. This must appear in the section of all the pages on the
website to track. Click and drag over the code with the mouse to select it, right click it and select Copy.

Step 3

If the web pages are hand coded you need to manually paste the analytics code. Load each web page into an HTML editor or
Notepad, then paste in the code just before near the start. Repeat this for every page on the website.

Step 4

It is easier if your website or blog uses a content management system. There are Google Analytics plugins for WordPress, such as All
In One SEO. Add your Google Analytics account, select the tracking ID (in step 2) and tick Use Universal Analytics.

Step 5

Return to the Admin page and select an account. If you have old tracking code there is an option in the Property column to upgrade
to Universal Analytics. Use it, then get the new tracking code and paste it into your site as in the previous steps.

Step 6

Web servers provide logs, but only the site admin can access it. Analytics enables you to create accounts for other users with
restricted permissions. This lets them view and analyse the data without danger of them mucking up the account.

Step 7

If you use AdSense to display adverts, select AdSense and click Link Accounts to open an AdSense window. Click the gear, click
Settings, and go to Access and Authorisation, Google Analytics integration. Just select the Analytics account to link to.

Step 8

Let’s go to the Reporting section at the top of the page. Select Audience, Overview on the left and then pick a date range at the top
right. You can analyse the data for any time period you choose and see the number of visitors to the website.

Step 9

To find out where visitors are from and what they view, select Users Flow and you can see the country, starting page and 1st
interaction. Everything is clickable, customisable and zoomable. Click Country and choose to view by OS, browser, mobile, and so on.

Step 10

Expand the Real-Time section and you can watch people visit the website, see what pages they are accessing, whether they are using
a desktop PC or tablet / smartphone, and so on. A busy website might have several hundred or more active users.

This is the “basic” overview on how to use Webmaster Tools and Analytics – you will find a huge resource of information within
Google and an extensive knowledgebase to really help you to get to grips with these powerful and insightful tools.

As always, we are here to help MDJN Members and answer any questions or queries you may have too.

Web: www.vaccodadesign.com

Email: rob@vaccoda.com

Twitter: @vaccodadesign

Facebook: Vaccoda

LinkedIn: Vaccoda Design LinkedIn

Google+ Vaccoda Design Google+

http://www.vaccodadesign.com/


Pinterest Vaccoda Design Pinterest

 

Retailer Offers 
 
CPC

The Equinox EQLED12L

This ultra lightweight, (11kg), aluminum Equinox DJ Booth system comes supplied with a sturdy shelf, cross bars, carry bag and white
lycra

cover so the booth can be lit from behind with a vast array of light effects (not included).

 
 Just Enter in PROMO CODE – ST0360544  and get this great product for just £309 inc VAT

Here is a Second Great offer from CPC just for MDJN newsletter readers

The Pulse APS12PA

A complete and portable PA unit with a pair of VHF handheld microphones & media player. Suitable for most applications including
hire for, small

family events, school/college events, shops, shopping centre promotions & conferences. The retractable trolley handle and rear
wheels make it

easy to move between vehicle and venue locations.

 



 

This Pulse portable PA system can be picked up with specialPROMO CODE – DP3351044 for just £148.99 inc VAT

CPC
Faraday Drive
Preston
PR2 9PP

Tel: 08447 88 00 88
Fax: 08447 88 00 89

Email :sales@cpc.co.uk

http://cpc.farnell.com/

Deckbooks

What an amazing offer from DeckBooks we have for you MDJN members. The
discount works out at 35% off yearly subscriptions!! This brings the price to only
£104.00 for yearly subscriptions or only £8.70 for monthly subscriptions.

DeckBooks is a web-based event management and planning application running in
“the cloud”, meaning it runs in your web browser and there is nothing to download,
update or install.

– Need to check event information on the way to an event, just load up DeckBooks on your iPad and your good to go.

– Save time and money by sending digital contracts to your client. Simply add as many documents as you want to your e-mail
template and send straight to your client. We store the name and IP address against each digital signature for verification. Never pay
postage fees or loose contracts in the post ever again.

To claim this discount all you have to do is register for a free 14 day trial of DeckBooks, then send an e-mail with your MDJN number
to accounts@deckbooks.co.uk, the helpful team at DeckBooks will contact you to validate and then they will activate the discount for
you.

www.deckbooks.co.uk”

www.deckbooks.co.uk

 

Mastermix

http://cpc.farnell.com/
http://www.deckbooks.co.uk/


Mastermix are offering all Mobile DJ Network members a range of exclusive offers:

– 10% off all products at www.mastermixdj.com (physical & digital)

– Advanced tracklistings

– Exclusive news & information

– Additional special offers throughout the year

To get these benefits from Mastermix you need to send an email to info@mastermixdj.com and include the following information:

– Name

– Address

– Email

– Home number

– Mobile number

– MDJN membership number

Once your details have been processed you will receive a confirmation email and then you can start enjoying all the benefits from
Europe’s leading DJ only music service.

 STOP PRESS!! Mastermix have a special offer they have running from 4th – 10th August ONLY

Buy any Grandmaster and get another free! Thats CD or download

As before members need to sign in with the correct login details they have been sent on set up, at the check out the promotional
code is MDJN, This gives the correct offer discount.

 

UKBride

UKBride have been running for over 8 years, and have been in the wedding industry for over 18 years. They currently have just over
417,000 members to date, (100,000 brides-to-be) of which over 90% are female, and their data is over 95% accurate. 

Useful Statistics:

– Ranked the Number 1 Wedding Website in the UK

– Have the largest database of brides-to-be in the UK

– Over 1,500,000 unique visitors to the site per year! That’s an average of 125,000 per month!

– Over 3,000,000 pages on our website

– Over 417,000 members on our site

– Over 67,000 fans on Facebook and 16,000 followers on Twitter

UKBride are offering our fully paid members a unique deal

A. – 25 mile radius online package including unlimited quote requests & all interaction buttons with 25 leads per month including
email addresses – Normally £498+vat.

If members take out the package quoting MDJN and member ID and add the UKBride link to the homepage of their website then you
get over 40% discount at just £200+vat for the whole year!

B. – 50 mile radius online package including unlimited quote requests & all interaction buttons with 50 leads per month including
email addresses – rate price £798+vat.

http://www.ukbride.co.uk/wedding-ideas/wedding-dresses


If the member takes out this package quoting MDJN and member ID and add the UKBride link to the homepage of their website,
then you get a whopping 50% discount at just £399+vat for the whole year!

These represent HUGE savings, so if you’re serious about marketing directly to Brides to be, then this could be perfect for you!

Take a look at the UKBride website for more details – www.ukbride.co.uk

Terralec

 Terralec specials for the month of August

Offer 1

Buy any pair of powered speakers and get two speaker stands absolutely free. Simply use the code FREESTAND at checkout to
redeem offer

Offer 2

Buy any DJ mixer or DJ controller and get a pair of headphones absolutely free. Use the code FREEHEAD at checkout to redeem offer

To take advantage of these two offers, all you need to do is select the product you wish to purchase, enter the code relevant to the
product you are buying into the discount code box, then your free gifts will arrive with your order.

Any problems please phone Terralec on 01702 547571, or email olly@terralec.com.

Please remember you are always welcome down to Terralec’s Store, where you can get a demo of the items you like before
purchasing.

Terralec Ltd

Osprey House

Featherby Way

Purdeys Ind Est

Rochford

Essex

SS2 5AT

http://www.terralec.co.uk/

 

DJ Dealer

DJ dealer continue to support MDJN with a whole hidden page of web deals for Members!!

Just click for details

http://www.djdealer.co.uk/_C307.html

 Here are just a few examples of the great offers on the dedicated hidden page for MDJN members
1

 
25% off Kam KXR v2 Amplifiers

2.
£10 saving on the  Avolites Titan One Kit Usually £125 now exclusivly for MDJN members just £115.

 
3.
FREE COVERS with FBT speakers purchased

PLUS MANY MORE exclusive special offers for MDJN members 

http://www.ukbride.co.uk/
http://www.terralec.co.uk/
http://www.djdealer.co.uk/_C307.html


DJ Dealer

Unit 10 Laker Road,

Rochester,

Kent,

ME13QX

http://www.djdealer.co.uk/

Tel: 01634 661504

 Pro IEC 
We often get asked who is that guy who does the quality IEC Connectors and mains leads on the MDJN facebook group , the answer
is Paul Comber of Pro IEC , just give him a call please mention MDJN when placing an order.

 c

ProIEC & Kent PAT Testing

T/A Paul Comber

9 Taylor Road,

Snodland,

Kent,

ME6 5HH

www.kentpattesting.com

Tel:01634 564130

Email: info@kentpattesting.com

Twitter @kentpattesting

Facebook www.facebook.com/kentpattesting

needadisco

needadisco have been great supporters of MDJN and its members for some time now

If you’re looking to increase your client enquiries, then check out their website, and once you’ve decided to go ahead (we think you
probably will!) then you’ll be pleased to know you get an extended membership period as a MDJN member

needadisco.com delivers thousands of quote requests to its members every single week. So far this year their members have
confirmed more than £942,330 of bookings from leads.

You also get great discounts off their assorted add-on services! There are also some additional offers for our DJ colleagues in Ireland
too!!

www.needadisco.com

http://www.djdealer.co.uk/
http://www.needadisco.com/


Do	have	a	look	at	what	our	suppor;ng	retailers	are	offering,	they	have	some	great	deals	for	you,	and	we	hope	they	will	con;nue	to	bring
you	more	every	month!

The MDJN Megamix!

I think it was a great mix of articles and offers for you this month, I like to thank Robert Griffiths for his continued hard work in
getting great deals for you every month and putting the newsletter together.  Thanks also to all our contributers and retailers!

Until next month, stay busy, stay insured, stay safe and make some time to enjoy the sunshine !

Pete & the Team
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